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a b s t r a c t
Ensuring the continuity of service in electricity distribution grids at minimum costs is a key challenge
in many countries, as extreme weather events and fluctuating renewable energy increase. New grid
concepts such as active distribution networks with distributed energy resources, or microgrids that can
operate in islanded mode, offer opportunities to improve the reliability and resilience of distribution
grids. This paper presents an active distribution network design optimization with the option to
transition into a microgrid, quantifying reliability and resilience improvements, and considering faults
within the network as well as unexpected islanding events, which require fast-ramping distributed
energy resources. Flexibility, both of loads and distributed energy resources, is used to provide energy
services to the surrounding grid with a detailed and general model. Solving the resulting mixed-integer
linear program with Column and Constraint Generation and Surrogate Absolute Value Lagrangian
Relaxation decreases the computational time significantly. Case studies and sensitivity analyses provide
general results for the reliability and resilience targets entailing the optimum transition to microgrids,
and quantify the contribution of energy service provision to reduce overall costs.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction
The proliferation of distributed generators (DG), storage, communication and control enables distribution grids to transition
from passive to active distribution networks (ADNs) [1]. This
transition aims at increasing efficiency and renewable energy,
using demand flexibility, and speeding up outage recovery [1].
Furthermore, ADNs are able to offer ancillary or other energy
services (ES) [2]. Microgrids (MGs), with their islanding ability [3],
are a further step in this transition, adding resilience to distribution grids. Within this paper, resilience is defined as the ability
to anticipate, absorb and recover from large disturbances by
islanding, whereas reliability is the ability to withstand random
faults within the ADN [4].
Transitioning from an ADN to a MG can be a significant transformation, depending on parameters such as the amount of distributed energy resources (DER) already installed, reliability and
resilience targets, as well as the costs of additional DER, communication, control and protection to enable islanding [3]. Therefore,
the decision between a MG and other ADN options should be
made carefully, considering all issues and opportunities listed
above.
This paper investigates the following research questions:
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: sansavig@ethz.ch (G. Sansavini).

(1) How do reliability and resilience goals influence the optimal DER mix and the decision between ADNs or MGs?
(2) How much can ES contribute to incentivize DER investments in today’s markets?
1.1. Microgrid transition: Enabling islanding in ADNs
The vast majority of MG design optimization literature assumes that the decision to create a MG is already made [5].
Two exceptions are [6], which evaluates the economic viability
of a MG, and papers on partitioning feeders into MGs, which
may not be connected to any substation [7], or can island if
sufficient DER are already present [8]. None of the papers above
consider that adequate DER capacity is not enough to ensure
successful islanding. In case of an unexpected external blackout,
DER must ramp up within tens of milliseconds [9] to seconds [10]
to prevent a voltage and frequency collapse, depending on control
strategies, DER and load types. Droop control and virtual inertia
[11] improve ramp-up times to 0.1–1s, which can be achieved
with batteries [12] or supercapacitors [13]. Reactive power must
also be ramped quickly to ensure successful islanding [14].
In addition to adequate and fast-ramping DER, a prospective
MG needs communication, control and protection hardware and
software to island [3]. As DER and line investment, communication, control and protection are usually separately planned for
ADN [15], most MG planning optimizations consider a subset of
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these tasks. In [16], communication hardware and reconfiguration switches are co-optimized, but without sizing DER. The cost
of protection devices for islanding is considered in [17], albeit
without power flow.
Due to the complexity of designing a MG including DER, lines,
communication, control and protection, there is no optimization
method in literature to design an ADN with the option to transition to a MG. This paper is a first step towards filling this gap,
by modeling the decision, technical requirements and cost of
transforming an ADN into a MG.

and operation (2), resilience (islanding events (3)), and reliability
(faults within the MG (4)). Despite the hierarchical structure, all
variables, constraints and objective contributions are solved in a
single optimization problem.
DER
The investment level (1) contains DER installed capacities Smax
DER
and binary investment variables, yInv for DER and yl for lines. DER
DER
investment costs are approximated as affine functions CIn
v =
DER DER
DER DER
DER
cIn
y
+
c
S
,
with
fixed
(c
)
and
capacity-dependent
Inv,S max
v,0 Inv
Inv,0
PCC
PCC PCC
DER
costs (cIn
v,S ). The rated PCC power has a cost of CCap = cCap Smax .
The total investment and operation costs are

1.2. Energy services

CInv =

∑

DER
CIn
v +

DER

As MGs mostly island during rare disturbances [4], their DER
can be used to generate additional revenue by offering ES [18].
Providing ancillary services and reliability reserves is found to be
synergistic and improve the business case for MGs [19]. However, [19] neglects power flow. Furthermore, the modeled UK
ancillary market does not include energy payments and ES can
only be called once per day. MG operation is optimized in [2]
by bidding in day-ahead energy, spinning reserve and flexibility
ramping markets, considering payments for ES energy as well as
uncertainty in market prices and renewable generation. However,
the only constraints on storage are that there should be enough
energy to maintain the committed power during a single hour. If
the ES gets called for several hours, the storage could be emptied,
rendering the MG unable to deliver the service. This problem is
addressed in [20], where the available ES capacity is the minimum
surplus that can be maintained over 24 h of operation. As [20]
only assesses the capability of MGs to provide ES, payments for
ES energy and capacity are not considered.

COp =

∑

PCC
Cl,Inv + CCap

(1)

l

T
∑

)

(
wt

PCC
COp
,t

+

∑

DER
COp
,t

∑

+

DER

t =1

RG
CCurt
,t

(2)

RG

DER operation in level (2) is modeled with the active PtDER and
reactive power QtDER produced. Storage includes stored energy
variables EtStr , and constraints on charging, discharging and aging.
Power flow is modeled with linearized DistFlow and radiality
constraints [22], power balances at each bus and capacity limits.
To reduce the computational effort, a representative day method
[22] is used. In the operations cost (2), wt is the number of
represented days per year.
Stochastic islanding events in level (3) are modeled as separate
scenarios, beginning at each time step t. All constraints and
variables of level (2) are repeated for each islanding scenario i.
The power exchanged at the PCC is set to zero, and storages are
initialized at the energy level before islanding.
Faults within the MG in level (4) are modeled using line failure
rates λl and repair durations τl . The outage frequency λDmd
and
Fl
expected duration UFlDmd at each demand bus Dmd are calculated
Dmd
using binary variables yDmd
and yl , which are constrained to be
l
1 for the path between the PCC and each demand bus [22]. SAIFI
Dmd
and SAIDI are calculated using binary variables ỹDmd
NS ,t and ẏNS ,t ,
indicating the time steps during which demand exceeds supply
at every bus:

1.3. Contributions
The key contribution of this paper is to propose a method
to enhance the reliability, resilience and economic performance
of distribution grids by optimizing the transition from ADNs to
MGs. DER are optimally sized and participate in ES, as DER backup
power is rarely needed. The following method advancements are
achieved:

λDmd
= λDmd +
Fl

∑(

Dmd

yDmd
+ yl
l

)

λl ∀ Dmd

(3)

l

UFlDmd = λDmd τ Dmd +

(1) the decision of transforming an ADN into a MG is modeled
within the design optimization, considering the costs of
additional equipment, and resilience implications;
(2) successful, unanticipated islanding is ensured by introducing ramping constraints for active and reactive power, with
potential shedding of low priority loads;
(3) constraints on established quality indices, i.e. SAIFI and
SAIDI, are introduced, and we show that they can quantify reliability and resilience. Target values can be met by
installing lines, investing in DER and creating a MG;
(4) a general framework to model ancillary and reliability services to the surrounding grid is introduced. ES are modeled
with power flow, capacity and energy payments, ensuring
sufficient stored energy even if the ES can be called during
several time intervals per day;
(5) an efficient solving method based on Surrogate AbsoluteValue Lagrangian Relaxation (SAVLR [21]) is developed.

∑(

Dmd

yDmd
+ yl
l

)

λl τl ∀ Dmd

(4)

∑

(5)

l

)

(
∑

SAIDI =

Dmd
nDmd
Cust UFl

∑

ỹDmd
NS ,t

/T /

t

Dmd

Dmd

(
SAIFI =

nDmd
Cust

)
∑
Dmd

λ

Dmd
nDmd
Cust Fl

∑

ẏDmd
NS ,t

/T /

t

∑

nDmd
Cust

(6)

Dmd

where nDmd
Cust is the number of customers per bus.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sections 2
and 3 introduce the proposed ADN and MG design optimization
and the solution method. Section 4 introduces the case study. Section 5 discusses the resulting optimal ADN and MG designs and
highlights the improvements of the proposed approach compared
to literature. Section 6 concludes.
2. Proposed optimization model
The proposed ADN design optimization model including the
investment and operation of DER and lines, considering reliability,
demand flexibility, ES as well as the option to transform the ADN
into a MG, is presented in the problem P1:

1.4. Optimal MG design
Table 1 summarizes the MG model [22] upon which the developed models for energy services, for demand flexibility and
for reliability and resilience build. To facilitate the understanding,
decision variables, constraints and objective function contributions are split into 4 levels containing the optimal design (1)

MG
P1: O1 = min CInv + COp + CDF + yMG
Inv cInv − IES

s.t. the constraints in Table 1, (1)–(2), (5)–(6), (8)–(44)
2

(7)
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Table 1
Summary of the 4-level MG optimization model in [22], which is expanded in this paper.
Model level

Decision variables

(1) Investment

-

(2) Operation

DER
Str
DER capacities Smax
, Emax
Binary investment yl , yDER
Inv
PCC
PCC capacity Smax
DER
DER
DER power Pt , Qt
Str
Str
Storage charging/ discharging power Pch
,t , Pdi,t

- Stored energy EtStr
- Power flows, voltages Pl,t , Ql,t , Vb2,t
- PCC import PtPCC , QtPCC

- DER power PtDER , QtDER
Str
Str
- Storage charging/ discharging power Pch
,t , Pdi,t

(3) Resilience

Constraints

Objective contribution

- Discrete investment options (lines)
- Fixed cost constraints

- Line investment cost Cl,Inv
DER
- DER investment cost CIn
v

-

DER
- DER Operations cost COp
,t

DER, PCC and line capacity limits
Minimum part loads (DG)
Available energy (RG)
Energy balances (Str)
Str Cycling limits
DistFlow equations
Radiality constraints
Nodal power balances with demands StDmd
Zero PCC power
Str energy continuity

RG
- RG curtailment penalty CCurt
,t
PCC
- PCC import cost COp
,t

- Cost of redispatch CRes

- Stored energy EtStr
- Power flows, voltages Pl,t , Ql,t , Vb2,t
- PCC import PtPCC , QtPCC
- Path variables yDmd
, yDmd
l
l
Dmd
- Net demand Pnet
,t

(4) Reliability

Dmd
- Indicators that Dmd cannot supply itself ỹDmd
NS ,t , ẏNS ,t

- Path modeling between Dmd and PCC
- Active and apparent power limits on DER
supplying their bus

(

- Cost of demand not supplied CRel

)

ESU
PCC
PCC
dispatch cEn
− PESU
,t P t
,t for ESU. For a conservative estimate,
ESU
the energy cost CEn,t ES are constrained as:

P1 minimizes the equivalent annual cost [22] of investment
CInv and operation COp of lines, DER, and PCC electricity, the cost of
activating demand flexibility CDF and the cost of transforming the
MG
ADN to a MG, expressed by a binary variable yMG
Inv and the cost cInv .
As P1 is a minimization, the ES income IES has a negative sign. The
modeling and objective contributions of ES, demand flexibility
and the microgrid transition are described in Sections 2.1, 2.2 and
2.3, respectively.

ESU
CEn
≥ 0 ∀ t ES
,t ES
ESD
CEn
,t ES
ESU
CEn
,t ES

≥0∀t
(14)
(
)
∑ ∑(
)
( PCC
)
DER
DER
ESU
PCC
≥
COp
− PESU
,ESU ,t − COp,t − cEn,t ∗ Pt
,t
t ∈t ES

2.1. Energy services

(13)

ES

− M(1 −

DER

)
yESU
t ES

∀ t ES

(15)

(
To capture reliability services [19] as well as ancillary service
markets [23], the following general ES framework is modeled: For
each market time interval t ES , the ADN offers a capacity to absorb
or provide power. The effectively provided power is uncertain, as
dispatch decisions are made externally, e.g. by the transmission
system operator (TSO). To ensure that the ADN can provide the
offered power, the maximum ramp up (ESU) and ramp down
(ESD) ES cases are modeled as separate scenarios, subject to all
constraints in Table 1, level (2). The resulting PCC import power,
PCC
PCC
PESU
,t for the ESU and PESD,t for ESD, is used to determine the
available ES capacity:
PCC
PCC
ES
ES
PtESU
− PESU
ES ≤ Pt
,t ∀ t , t ∈ t

PtESD
ES

≤

PCC
PESD
,t

PtESU
ES

−

PtPCC

∀ t ,t ∈ t
ES

ES

ESD
≥
CEn
,t ES

t ∈t ES

−M 1−

IES =

PtESD
ES

where
and
are the available capacities for ESU and ESD
respectively. In (8), the offered ES capacity is the minimum difference between the originally planned import PtPCC and the reduced
PCC
ESU power import PESU
,t . As ES dispatch can empty or fill storages
completely, the available ES capacities can become negative, thus
the ADN should not offer ES during that time. Therefore, binary
variables yESU
and yESD
are introduced, indicating that the ADN
t ES
t ES
is offering ES. The following constraints ensure that ES are only
offered if the available capacity is nonnegative, and model the
ADN income IPESU
and IPESD
for offering ES capacity with prices
,t ES
,t ES

(11)

IPESU
, I ESD ≥ 0 ∀ t ES
,t ES P ,t ES

(12)

(

)
)

DER

yESD
t ES

)

∀ t ES

(16)

∑

(
)
ESU
ESD
wt ES IPESU
+ IPESD
− CEn
− CEn
,t ES
,t ES
,t ES
,t ES

(17)

t ES

This general ES model can be adapted to different ancillary
service markets and products, such as frequency containment
reserve and frequency restoration reserve in Europe [25], or regulation and reserve services in the USA [26]. The general model
ESD
allows for asymmetric service provision (PtESU
ES ̸ = Pt ES ), however,
symmetric provision for specific markets [25] can be enforced
ESU
ESD
with the additional constraint PtESU
= PtESD
ES yt ES
ES yt ES . While ancillary services are provided during normal operation, ADNs can
offer the flexible capacity to neighboring distribution networks
in case of a local blackout [19]. The same ES model (8)–(17) can,
therefore, be used to model reliability services.

cPESU
for ESU and cPESD
for ESD:
,t ES
,t ES

IPESD
= cPESD
P ESD yESD ∀ t ES
,t ES
,t ES t ES t ES

)
DER

If the TSO requires no ESU, (13) is binding. The cost for maximum
ESU
)is the difference in DER operations cost
( DER in (15)
∑ dispatch
DER
DER COp,ESU ,t − COp,t , from which the energy payment for ES
is subtracted. If the ADN is not offering ES, (15) is relaxed by
−M(1 − yESU
) with a sufficiently large M [24]. The ESD case is
t ES
treated analogously in (14), (16).
The total ES income IES consists of the capacity and energy
related costs and revenues, considering the time step weight of
each ES market time interval wt ES .

(9)

(10)

DER
ESD
PCC
PCC
COp
− PESD
,ESU ,t − COp,t − cEn,t ∗ Pt
,t

(

(8)

IPESU
= cPESU
P ESU yESU ∀ t ES
,t ES
,t ES t ES t ES

∑ ∑(

2.2. Demand flexibility
Flexible demands are modeled using the approach in [27],
Dmd
where a predefined fraction fADF
v l,t of the apparent demand St
can be shifted within a time window t DF :

ESU
ESD
ES energy is priced at cEn
,t and cEn,t . As the dispatch is uncertain, energy payments can range between zero and the maximum

Dmd
0 ≤ SfrDF,t ≤ fADF
∀ Dmd, t
v l,t S t

3

(18)
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DF
0 ≤ Sto
,t ∀ Dmd, t

∑

DF
DF
fEn
,τ Sfr ,τ

−

DF
Sto
,τ

(19)

= 0 ∀ Dmd, t

DF

2.3.1. DER ramping for islanding transitions
To prevent a blackout when islanding unexpectedly, there
must be sufficient fast-ramping DER in a MG. The DER ramping
DER
DER
DER
DER
capability is modeled using the variables PRU
,t , PRD,t , QRU ,t , QRD,t ,
with active and reactive ramp-up (RU) and ramp-down (RD)
capacities. Ramping power is limited by:

(20)

τ ∈t DF
DF
≥ SfrDF,t ∀ Dmd, t
Smax

CDF =

∑

(21)

DF
cDF Smax

(22)

DER
DER
DER
DER
PRU
,t , PRD,t , QRU ,t , QRD,t ≥ 0 ∀ DER, t

Dmd

PrDER
,t

DF
where SfrDF,t is the demand shifted from time t, and Sto
,t is the
demand shifted to time t. The net demand shifted to time t is
DF
DF
Dmd
denoted as StDF = Sto
in all constraints
,t − Sfr ,t . The demand St
Dmd
DF
in Table 1 is replaced by (St
+ St ), which is the demand
including flexibility. The cost of activating demand flexibility CDF
DF
in (22) is proportional to the maximum demand Smax
shifted away
from any time. This cost can model situations where the ADN
planner invests in devices to control flexibility at each demand
bus [27], or reflect existing demand response markets where
flexible demands are paid for the offered capacity [28].

QrDER
,t

yDmd
Sh

≥1−
=1−

yMG
Inv

∀ Dmd
∀ Dmd

Dmd

yDmd
+ yl
l

)

λl ∀ Dmd

∑(

Dmd

yDmd
+ yl
l

)

(26)
where λIsl is the rate and U Isl is the expected duration of islanding
events. Including islanding in the nodal outage rate and duration
enables buses with DER to self-supply, irrespective of the fault
location and whether a MG is built or not. Load shedding while
islanding is only enabled if yDmd
= 1:
Sh
(27)

Dmd
SNS
,i,t
StDmd

where
is the demand not supplied during islanding, and
MtDmd ≥
+ StDF is a sufficiently large parameter (Big-M [24]).
The combination of (24) and (27) sets the demand not supplied
to zero for all priority loads when a MG is built, whereas (25)–
Dmd
Dmd
(27) ensure that if a load is shed (SNS
,i,t > 0, thus ySh = 1), the
corresponding contribution from islanding events is added to the
nodal outage rate and duration.
This model is advantageous because targets SAIFImax , SAIDImax
on total SAIDI and SAIFI can be imposed, whether the faults occur
inside or outside the ADN or MG:

SAIDI ≤ SAIDImax

(29)

∀ DER, t , r ∈ {RU , RD}

(35)

≤

MyDER
Op,t

∀ DER, t , r ∈ {RU , RD}

(36)

)2

PdiStr,t

(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)

Str
Pch
,t

The storage power
=
−
is positive when dischargStr
ing. As storage can have negative active power, PRD
,t has to be
considered in the apparent power limits (37)–(38). Furthermore,
the storage ramping power is limited by energy limits (39)–(40).
According to (39), the storage output power can be reduced if the
storage is currently discharging (PdiStr,t > 0), or if there is enough
energy capacity
( Str leftStr )to charge the storage during the ramping
Str
time TRD
. Emax
− Et /ηch is the remaining energy which can be
charged, considering the charging efficiency ηch . Eq. (40) enables
Str
the storage to ramp up whenever it is charging (Pch
,t > 0), and
if there is enough energy left without discharging beyond the
maximum depth of discharge DODStr
max , considering the discharge
efficiency ηdi . The impact of ramping events on storage energy
levels in subsequent time steps is neglected, as ramping events
are very short compared to the operating time step lengths.
With all DER ramping capabilities defined, the MG ramping
requirements are expressed as (41)–(44):

λl τl ∀ Dmd

(28)

(34)

≤

PtStr

(25)

SAIFI ≤ SAIFImax

(33)

(
)
( Str )2
Str 2
+ QtStr + QRU
≤ Smax
∀ Str , t
,t
( Str
)
( Str
)
( Str )2
Str 2
Str 2
Pt − PRD,t + Qt − QRD,t ≤ Smax
∀ Str , t
( Str
)
Str
Str
Str
Str
PRD,t ≤ Emax − Et /(ηch TRD ) + Pdi,t ∀ Str , t
( Str (
) Str )
Str
Str
Str
Str
PRU
,t ≤ Et − 1 − DODmax Emax ηdi /TRU + Pch,t ∀ Str , t

l

Dmd
Dmd Dmd
SNS
ySh ∀ Dmd, i, t
,i ,t ≤ M t

(32)

MyDER
Op,t

Str
PtStr − PRD
,t

l

UFlDmd = U Isl yDmd
+ λDmd τ Dmd +
Sh

∀ DER, t , r ∈ {RU , RD}
)
( DER )2
(
DER 2
∀ DER, t
≤ Smax
+ QtDER + QRU
,t
)
( DER
)
( DER )2
DER 2
+ Qt − QRD,t ≤ Smax ∀ DER, t

)

(

(24)

∑(

(31)

All ramping powers are nonnegative (30), and are limited by
each DER’s fast ramping capability, which is proportional to the
DER
DER
installed capacity Smax
with factors fPDER
,r , fQ ,r ∈ [0, 1]. Apparent
power limits (33)–(34) must be respected when the DER power
DER
DER
DER
DER
DER
DER
DER
changes to PtDER + PRU
+ QRU
− PRD
− QRD
,t , Qt
,t , Pt
,t or Qt
,t
after islanding. As the active power of most DER is nonnegative,
DER
PRD
,t is omitted in (33)–(34), because it can only reduce the apparent power magnitude. DER which are not permanently online can
only contribute to ramping if they are already operating (yDER
Op,t =
1), which is enforced with the Big-M constraints (35)–(36) [24].
Storage ramping is additionally constrained by:

While (23) ensures that all demands are shed during islanding
if the MG is not built (yMG
Inv = 0), (24) indicates that if the MG is
built, demands DmdPr must not be shed when islanding. Using
yDmd
Sh , constraints (3) and (4) are replaced by:

λDmd
= λIsl yDmd
+ λDmd +
Fl
Sh

+

QrDER
,t

(23)
Pr

+

PtDER

PrDER
,t

To model the transformation of an ADN into a MG, two decisions are modeled: First, a binary variable yMG
Inv indicates whether
the necessary control, communication and protection equipment
for islanding is installed. Second, there might be priority demands DmdPr which should always be supplied during islanding,
whereas other loads can be shed. Therefore, a binary variable yDmd
Sh
is introduced, and constrained to be 1 if the demand Dmd is shed
while islanding:
yMG
Inv

PtDER

(

2.3. Microgrid transition, reliability and resilience

yDmd
Sh

≤

DER
fQDER
,r Smax
DER 2
PRU
,t
DER 2
PRU
,t

(

(30)

∀ DER, t , r ∈ {RU , RD}

≤

DER
fPDER
,r Smax

fP ,RU PtPCC ≤

∑

DER
PRU
,t +

DER

∑

Mg

Dmd
yDmd
+ PtDF ) + M(1 − yInv ) ∀ t
Sh (Pt

Dmd

(41)
fQ ,RU QtPCC

≤

∑

DER
QRU
,t

DER

∑

+

Dmd
yDmd
Sh (Qt

+

QtDF )

Dmd|QtDmd >0

+ M(1 − yMg
Inv ) ∀ t
∑
Mg
PCC
DER
fP ,RD Pt ≥ −
PRD
,t − M(1 − yInv ) ∀ t
DER

fQ ,RD QtPCC ≥ −

∑
DER

4

DER
QRD
,t −

∑
Dmd|QtDmd <0

Dmd
yDmd
+ QtDF )
Sh (Qt

(42)
(43)
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− M(1 − yMg
Inv ) ∀ t

Des
P3: O3 = min CInv + COp − IES + λT g xDes
+c
P2 , x

(

(44)

)

∑

Eq. (41) ensures that if the MG is importing power
> 0) and
an unexpected islanding transition happens, the MG ∑
can cover
DER
its power import PtPCC with sufficient ramp-up power
DER PRU ,t
including a safety factor fP ,RU ≥ 1, while shedding all low priority
∑
Dmd
+PtDF ). If no MG is built, the term M(1−yMg
loads Dmd yDmd
Sh (Pt
Inv )
relaxes the PCC ramping requirement. Eq. (42) is the reactive
power equivalent of (41), while (43) and (44) model the rampdown requirements when the MG is exporting (PtPCC , QtPCC < 0).
As the active power demand (PtDmd +PtDF ) is nonnegative, shedding
loads would not help if the MG is exporting power, thus the load
shedding term is omitted in (43).
The safety factors fP ,RU , fP ,RD , fQ ,RU and fQ ,RD are greater or
equal to 1 and depend on the load types [9], and the load and
RG uncertainty [29]. If there is a succession of DER ramping
up at different times, several sets of constraints (30)–(44) are
used, each modeling a different time window during the islanding
transition.

s.t . Constraints of Lev els 1 and 2 in Table 1

)
(
Des
≤ rj
− rj ≤ g xDes
P2 , x
∑
∑
DER
DER
Smax,P2
Smax ≥

(51)
(52)

DER

DER

DER
DER
DER
f1 Smax
,P2 ≥ Smax ≥ f2 Smax,P2 ∀ DER

(53)

The additional objective terms and additional constraints [21,32]
ensure that P2 and P3 converge to an identical and optimal
design: A (‘‘copy-constraint’’
[32] is introduced by setting the
)
Des
function g xDes
in (54) to zero, indicating that the design
P2 , xP3

[

DER
variables for DER and lines xDes = Smax
and P3 must be equal:

Str
Emax

PCC
Smax

yl

(

3.1. Linearization
The optimization problem P1 in (7) contains two kinds of
nonlinearities, which are removed to transform P1 into a Mixed
Integer Linear Program (MILP). The products of a binary variable
y and a continuous variable x in (5), (6), (10), (11), (41) and (42)
are replaced by exact linear reformulations [30]:

ly ≤ z ≤ uy

(46)

where l is a lower bound on x, u is an upper bound on x,
and z is a continuous variable constrained to be equal to the
product xy by (45)–(46). Quadratic capacity limits of the form
P 2 + Q 2 ≤ S 2 in (33)–(34), (37)–(38) are replaced by a polygonal
inner approximation [22]:

((
n−

1
2

)

2π

)

N

((
+ Q sin

n−

1

)

2

2π

)
+ ≤ S cos

N

)

(54)

N
(47)

where N is the number of sides of the polygon.
3.2. SAVLR-CCG solution
The overall linearized ADN and MG optimization problem P1
in (7) is a stochastic MILP, which becomes prohibitively large
to solve. The Column-and-Constraint Generation (CCG) approach
in [22] is insufficient to solve P1: State-of-the-art solvers CPLEX
and Gurobi [31] reduce the MIP gap to 7%–12% within 4 h for
the case study in Section 4, but achieve only 3.5%–8% within
120 h. This lack in progress is related to ES and storage, as
the removal of each enables solving P1 to 1% MIP gap in 2 h.
Therefore, a Lagrangian decomposition method is developed. A
subproblem without ES called P2 in (48)–(49), and a subproblem
without reliability and resilience called P3 in (50)–(53) are solved
iteratively:
P2: O2 = min CInv + COp +

MG
yMG
Inv cInv

+λ g x
T

(

Des

,

xDes
P3

)

+c

∑

)

The duality gap is calculated as the relative difference between
the objective function value of P1 and the combined objectives of
P2 and P3:
O1 − O2 + O3 − max CInv,P2 , CInv,P3 − max COp,P2 , COp,P3

(

∆=

{

}

{

})

O1

(55)

qj

j

Where O1 , O2 and O3 are the optimal objective function values
of P1, P2 and P3. O1 is an upper bound on the optimal objective
and the rest of the numerator is the lower bound. Because the
sum O2 + O3 contains the investment and operations costs twice,
the conservative lower bound in (55) is calculated by subtracting
the highest investment and operations costs among P2 and P3.

(48)
s.t . the constraints in Table 1
(1)–(2), (5)–(6), (18)–(44)

(
)
− qj ≤ g xDes , xDes
≤ qj
P3

xDes
P3

(1) Solve P2 without the additional objective terms (λ = 0,
c = 0) to determine the design variables xDes
P2 . The necessary
DER
DER capacities Smax
,P2 to fulfill the reliability and resilience
constraints are saved for the next step.
(2) Solve P3 with λ = 0, c = 0.

Des 
(3) Check the convergence. If g(xDes
P2 , xP3 ) is small enough,
go to Step 5, otherwise go to Step 4.
(4) Update λ and c [21]. Solve P2 with the latest λ, c , xDes
P3 . Then
solve P3 with the latest λ, c , xDes
P2 . Go to Step 3.
(5) Find a feasible solution to the full problem by solving P1
while constraining xDes to be within the range of the latest
Des
xDes
P2 and xP3 . Calculate the duality gap ∆ with (55) [21].
Stop if the gap is sufficiently small. Otherwise return to
Step 3.

(π )

∀ n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }

in P2

,
=
Using the SAVLR method [21], the violation of g
0 is added to the objective functions of P2 and P3, with Lagrange
multipliers
λ. To speed up convergence, the violations of
(
)
Des
g xDes
,
x
=
0,
q
j in (49) and rj in (51), are penalized with a
P2
P3
weight c ≥ 0.
The ES income in P3 does not usually lead to sufficient DER
investment to ensure the reliability and resilience required in P2.
Therefore, adding the surrogate constraints (52)–(53) reduces the
number of iterations needed to find a consensus on DER investments between P2 and P3. Sufficient DER capacity is guaranteed
DER
by (52), where Smax
,P2 is the installed DER capacity in P2 in the
most recent iteration. With f1 > 1 and 0 ≤ f2 < 1, (53) improves
the solver time by limiting the DER capacity changes compared
to P2, and by bounding the feasible set of P3 [33]. To ensure that
(52)–(53) do not exclude any optimal solutions, P3 is resolved
DER
with increased f1 , or decreased f2 as soon as any Smax
reaches one
of the limits. The solution procedure is shown in Fig. 1.

3. Solution method

(45)

]T

Des
Des
g xDes
= xDes
P2 − xP3
P2 , xP3

xDes
P2

x − u(1 − y) ≤ z ≤ x − l(1 − y)

(50)

(1)–(2), (8)–(22),

(

P cos

rj

j

(PtPCC

(49)
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Fig. 1. SAVLR-based procedure developed to solve the optimization problem P1.

When solving P1 and P2, a CCG decomposition [22] is applied
to the islanding events (Level 3 in Table 1). In step (4), the
solver is warm-started with the optimal solution of the previous
iteration. The SAVLR parameters are tuned for instances of P1
with only 2 representative days, for which the optimum solution
can be found without decomposition. The following parameters
show a good convergence and find the optimum solutions: λ =
−8 × 104 , c = 8 × 104 , f1 = 1.5, f2 = 0.8, ε1 = 0.4, ε2 = 0.01.
The ES-based decomposition with P2 and P3 is favored over
the time-based decomposition to address the computational complexity introduced by the storage. Indeed, the time-based decomposition requires more subproblems and increases the computational overhead. Moreover, the time-based decomposition
requires additional ‘‘copy-constraints’’ to ensure storage energy
continuity, which can increase the iteration count for reaching
convergence.

price of 92.4 $/kW and a reactive power price of 0.06 ¢/kvarh
[40]. To generate ES income, the case study grid participates
in the most lucrative CAISO ancillary service market, regulation
up/down with mean capacity prices of 1.1 ¢/kW (up) and 1.0
¢/kW (down) in 2019 [41]. The ES market interval is 1 h, provision
can be asymmetric and ES and PCC electricity prices are equal
[26].
Islanding event and component reliability parameters are
elicited from Californian circuit reliability reports [42–44] using
the method in [45] and shown in the Appendix. Islanding equipMG
ment costs cIn
v are 2 $/MWh demand [3]. All ramping safety
margins are set to 20% [9]. Assuming a critical ramping time of 1
s [10], the following ramping factors are used for batteries [13],
Str
microturbine DG [46] and PV inverters [47]: fPStr
,RU = fP ,RD = 1,
DG
DG
RG
RG
fP ,RU = fP ,RD = 1, fP ,RU = fP ,RD = 0.5. As their start-up takes tens
of seconds [46], microturbines can only ramp when operating. As
all DER are connected through inverters, which can ramp reactive
DER
power within less than 1 s [48], thus fQDER
,RU = fQ ,RD = 1 for all DER.
Target values of SAIFI = 0.52 interruptions/customer/year and
SAIDI = 62 minutes/customer/year are taken from a regulation for
San Diego [49]. Current Californian grids without DER or MG [42–
44] have an expected SAIFI = 1.31 interruptions/customer/year
and an expected SAIDI of 216 minutes/customer/year [42–45],
exceeding the SAIDI targets by a factor of 3.4. We investigate
the impact of reliability and resilience targets on the optimal
design via progressively relaxing the SAIFI and SAIDI targets from
the current target values (labeled ‘‘100%’’) to the current system
values without DER or MG (labeled ‘‘No Target’’) in steps of 50%.
This results in six target values in the analysis of Section 5.
The computations are performed on a desktop computer with
a 3.5 GHz Intel Xeon CPU E5-1650 and 32 GB RAM, modeling
the problems using MATLAB R2019a [50] and YALMIP [51], and
solving them with Gurobi 9.0 [33]. All optimizations are solved
to 1% MIP gap.

4. Case study
The proposed method is exemplified with reference to a region
rich in photovoltaic (PV) power, i.e. Crescent City, California using
the IEEE 37 bus system [34]. The maximum PV potential of 491
kW represents the average installed capacity in California [35],
normalized by the feeder load. The EV capacity of 57 kW is
estimated using the EV penetration in California [36,37]. The EV
charging time series and available demand flexibility are taken
from a US EV survey [37]: between 23:00–06:00, 45% of residential EVs are continuously connected to the grid and can be
scheduled to charge at any time. For EVs connected to commercial
charging stations, 25% of the EV peak load can be shifted between
08:00–14:00 and 22:00–06:00. While the demand and flexibility
due to EV is low compared to the system peak load, further
penetration of EV is expected to significantly increase flexibility
[38]. A demand flexibility price of 20$/kW/year is taken from [28].
The remaining load and DER parameters are based on [22] and
summarized in the Appendix.
The system is optimized for 8 representative days. The 2019
day-ahead electricity price for the PGAE region [39] is shifted
to an average of 9.25 ¢/kWh and combined with a PCC peak

5. Results and discussion
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach in
optimizing DER investment and the transformation of ADNs to
6
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Fig. 2. Equivalent Annual Costs (EAC) of the optimized ADN for the six SAIDI and SAIFI target values defined in Section 4.

MGs, considering potential ES revenues, the case study grid is
optimized for different SAIFI and SAIDI limits.
5.1. Optimal design, reliability and resilience
The optimal cost of the proposed ADN and MG design optimization is shown in Fig. 2 for the six SAIDI and SAIFI target
values defined in Section 4.
In order to comply with the SAIFI and SAIDI 100% target, the
design optimization opts for the installation of the MG including
new lines and all the available DER. DG investment is favored over
storage and RG, because storage can be emptied during islanding,
while RG is not always available. Due to ramping constraints, the
DG is operated frequently even though its operation is more expensive than importing grid electricity from the PCC. ES revenues
offset 20% of the EAC increase relative to the No Target case.
When SAIFI and SAIDI targets are relaxed to 150%–250%, the
MG is still built. As the relaxed targets allow more load shedding
during islanding events, the installed DG and RG capacities are
significantly reduced. Furthermore, DG production is gradually
replaced by cheaper PCC imports, as less ramping capacity is
required to pick up loads during islanding. As DER capacities
are reduced, PCC capacity fees increase due to a reduction in
peak shaving capability offered by DER. The ES income offsets to
14%–19% of the EAC increase compared to the No Target case.
When the targets are relaxed to 300%, the ADN is installed
with new lines, storage and a small DG and RG, demonstrating
that the MG is not always cost-optimal to achieve SAIFI and SAIDI
targets. Instead, the DER in the ADN can supply their host buses in
case of outages. 22% of the EAC increase relative to the No Target
case are offset by ES revenue.
The absence of DER in the ‘‘No Target’’ case indicates that
arbitrage, peak shaving and ES opportunities are not enough to
incentivize DER investment in such conditions. While the EAC
varies by 13% from the 100% to the ‘‘No Target’’ cases, the SAIFI
and SAIDI shown in Fig. 3 reduce by 76% and 71%, respectively,
after transitioning from a passive system to the MG compliant to
the 100% target.
In all cases with targets, the SAIDI limits (shown as dashdotted lines on the right-hand side in Fig. 3) are binding. Comparing faults within the network (lower stack elements) to islanding
events (upper stack elements) shows that for strict targets, faults
within the network are the main contributors to SAIFI and SAIDI,
because most loads can be supplied during islanding events.

Fig. 3. Reliability and resilience performance as a function of the SAIFI and SAIDI
target. Lower stack elements are faults within the ADN, upper stack elements
are islanding events.

When relaxing the targets, the proportion of islanding-related
SAIFI and SAIDI grows as well as the overall SAIFI and SAIDI.
Figs. 2 and 3 demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
approach in fulfilling SAIFI and SAIDI targets imposed by regulators [49] at minimum costs: When transitioning from the current
network (‘‘No target’’) to fulfilling 100% of the San Diego targets,
a variety of DER combinations is used in ADNs and MGs.
5.2. Operation
The operating schedule achieves an optimum balance between
economy and resilience as shown in Fig. 4 for the 100% target
case.
Fig. 4, top panel shows the scheduled MG operation; loads
are mainly supplied by grid imports and DG, and supplemented
by storage in the morning and during the evening peak load.
The available fast-ramping capacity (Fig. 4, middle panel) always
exceeds PCC imports by 20%, sometimes by planning load shedding (purple shaded area) if an islanding event occurs. DG can
only provide ramping power when running at partial load, and
is, therefore, supplemented by the storage, which is operated at
low power and can ramp up quickly. Cases with looser SAIFI
and SAIDI limits allow for more load shedding, enabling the DG
to be switched off to save operations cost, as shown in Fig. 2.
7
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Fig. 4. 24 h of DER operation and grid imports (top), available ramping capacity (middle), and ES capacity (bottom) for the 100% target case. Colors (e.g. red for DG)
are consistent between the plots. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. Solver times by case and step in the SAVLR solution process.

Fig. 5. Yearly offered ES capacity (bars) in terms of dispatch change for ESU
(left stacks) and ESD (right stacks). Solver times for the literature and proposed
models are shown as dots.

ES capacity is a prerequisite in many ES markets [26,52], the
proposed model offers a significant improvement. The proposed
model entails 30% increase in solver time for the operational
problem with fixed capacities in comparison to [19].

Fig. 4, bottom panel shows that the offered ESU (positive) and
ESD (negative) capacities are provided by DG, RG and storage.
As the DG operations cost exceeds the ES energy price, DG ESU
capacity is not offered permanently. The storage ES capacity is
limited by the storage energy constraints: offering ESU between
1:00 and 5:00 would deplete the storage, requiring recharging
between 5:00 and 8:00.

5.4. SAVLR solver time
The total solver times for all cases and steps in the SAVLR
solution process are reported in Fig. 6.
The total solver time ranges between 10 min for the ‘‘No
Target’’ case, and 3 h for the ‘‘300%’’ target case, reducing the
solving time of P1 significantly, as omitting the SAVLR did not
lead to convergence within 5 days. As the decision to transition
the ADN to a MG has a strong impact on the design and operational variables, the intermediate solutions (200%–300% targets),
which are close to the decision boundary, have the longest Step
1 and total solver times. Potential DER capacity upgrades for ES
in Step 2 are quickly found. The design variables converge in 1
or 2 iterations of Step 3 and 4. In comparison to Step 1, Step 4
strongly profits from warm-starting the solver. Finding a feasible
solution for the entire model in Step 5 is also consistently faster
than Step 1.

5.3. Energy service model comparison
To show the performance of the proposed ES model compared
to previous literature, the model in [19] is applied to the 100%
SAIFI and SAIDI target case. To achieve comparable results, the
DER capacities are fixed for the ES model comparison. Fig. 5
shows the ESU and ESD capacity offered in terms of DER dispatch
change.
While the literature model offers 0.63 and 0.20 kWh/kWh load
in ESU and ESD respectively, it could fail to deliver 68% of ESU
and 17% of ESD because storage depletion during subsequent time
steps is ignored. The proposed model is more conservative with
0.25 and 0.16 kWh/kWh load offered in ESU and ESD, but manages to supply all ES. As the ability to supply the entire offered

5.5. Sensitivity analyses
The discussed results provide insights into the optimal DER
capacities, ES potential and the decision between ADNs and MGs
8
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Fig. 7. EAC (a) and yearly offered ES capacity in terms of dispatch change (b) for increasing ES price levels for the 100% SAIFI and SAIDI targets.
Table 2
Relative reduction in SAIDI which leads to a MG transition for each grid category.

for a single network, therefore, sensitivity analyses are performed
to generalize the results.
5.5.1. ES prices
To assess the potential contribution of ES to incentivize DER
investments, ES prices are varied for the 100% SAIFI and SAIDI
targets. Fig. 7(a) and (b) show the objective function and yearly
offered ES capacity, respectively, when scaling the ES prices by
factors up to 4 in steps of 1.
Fig. 7(a) shows that DER capacities remain unchanged when
doubling ES prices, but the EAC excess compared to the passive
grid reduces to 10%. When ES prices are tripled, the EAC excess
reduces to 4%, and the DG capacity is increased and replaces some
storage, as DG can offer more ES. When ES prices increase fourfold, the EAC of the MG is 4% smaller than the passive grid and the
MG becomes economically optimal irrespective of SAIDI and SAIFI
targets. The DER contributions to ESU and ESD capacity in Fig. 7(b)
reflect the installed capacities in Fig. 7(a). The contribution of
storage remains constant, while the DG capacity grows. As ES
start to incentivize more DER investment, more iterations of the
SAVLR process are needed, resulting in increased solver times for
higher ES price multiplication factors as reported in Fig. 7(b).

Grid category (percentile)

0–20

20–40

40–60

60–80

80–100

SAIDI without DER
(min/cust/year)
SAIDI threshold for MG
transition (min/cust/year)
Difference (%)

68.7

95.4

118

159

632

53.3

74.1

102

144

527

22.4

22.3

13.5

9.6

16.6

categories in 20% increments. The reliability parameters for each
category are listed in the Appendix, Table A.2.
In contrast to the previous analyses, ten equally-spaced values
of the SAIDI targets are used for better covering of the range
between the ‘‘No target’’ and the 100% SAIDI target. Fig. 8(a)
shows that for the grid categories comprised by the 20th and the
60th percentile, the 100% SAIDI target of 62 min/customer/year
can be achieved. For the 80–100th percentile category, however,
SAIDI targets below 186 min/customer/year are infeasible for the
optimization problem (7). The color code in Fig. 8(a) shows the
percentage of buses interrupted during islanding events, indicating that for the 80–100th percentile category at SAIDI target of
186 min/customer/year, 0% of buses are interrupted, i.e. the MG
is built to supply all buses during any grid outage. Therefore, the
SAIDI cannot be reduced anymore.
Designs where the ADN has not been transitioned to a MG are
highlighted in red in Fig. 8(a), indicating the decision boundary
between ADNs and MGs. The decision boundary is nonlinear, as
shown by the relative SAIDI reductions thresholds which lead
to the transition to the MG in Table 2, ranging between 10 and
22%. In Fig. 8(a), the percentage of interrupted buses increases
monotonously with the SAIDI target until the MG is no longer
built for all grid categories, confirming the trend observed in
Fig. 3.
Fig. 8(b) shows the percentage of time for which DER supply
exceeds the demand at each bus. Self-supply at each bus increases

5.5.2. Grid reliability
In addition to the SAIFI and SAIDI targets, the current reliability of the grid has a strong influence on the optimal design.
Fig. 8 shows the optimal ADN design characterized by six design
variables, namely, % of bus without supply, % of customers-hours
with self-supply, storage, DG, RG and PCC capacity, for varying
SAIDI targets (x-axis) and grid reliability levels (y-axis).
Five categories of grid reliability levels are compiled from
Californian distribution grids [42–44] using their annual SAIDI,
and the reliability parameters associated to each category are
estimated [45]. Five parameter sets are used, characterizing the
0 (lowest SAIDI) to the 100th (highest SAIDI) percentile of grid
9
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Fig. 8. Optimal ADN/MG design for different SAIDI targets and grid categories in terms of SAIDI percentile.
Table A.1
DER technology parameters.

when SAIDI targets are stringent, and exhibits a bimodal behavior.
A first maximum in self-supply is achieved before transitioning
the ADN to the MG. Once the MG is built, the self-supply time decreases and starts increasing as SAIDI targets are further reduced,
indicating that once the decision between ADN and MG is made,
bus self-supply is a secondary measure to improve SAIDI.
The DER installed to achieve different reliability levels are reported in Fig. 8(c)–(e). The storage capacity is mostly determined
by the MG transition. ADN solutions deploy a small storage (0.04
kW/kWp load on average with a C-Rate of 1/3) for backup and
arbitrage, while the average MG storage capacity is 0.26 kW/kWp
load. Similar to the trend in Fig. 3, DG capacities in Fig. 8d)
increase with decreasing SAIDI targets, averaging 0.11 kW/kWp
load for MGs and 0.04 kW/kWp for ADNs. For grid categories in
the 50–100th percentile, there is a trade-off between storage and
DG for higher SAIDI targets, but stringent SAIDI targets require
increased storage and DG capacity. Fig. 8e) shows that RG is the
least deployed DER due to its limited benefit as backup power
source. Compared to a passive grid with 1 kW/kWp load, the peak
load at the PCC in Fig. 8f) is reduced by up to 5% for ADN and 51%
when transitioning to a MG, enabling grid upgrade deferrals for
distribution system operators.
Fig. 8 shows a clear, nonlinear dependence of the optimal
DER mix and the decision between ADN and MG on the grid
reliability and SAIDI targets, highlighting the utility of the proposed optimization model to tailor ADN solutions to different grid
categories and targets.

Storage

DG

RG

DER
Fixed Cost cIn
v,0 ($)
DER
Var. Cost cIn
v,S ($/kW)
O&M Cost cPDER ($/kWh)

87360
670
0

70250
2430
0.122

0
3770
1.7 (% of investment
cost per year)

Q cost cQDER (¢/kvarh)
Life time tLf (y)
Minimum part load (-)

0.04
15
0

0.04
13.3
0.3

30
0

Storage is modeled with a charge–discharge efficiency of 0.98, a self-discharge
efficiency of 0.99 (1/h), a C-rating of 1/3 (1/h) and a cycling limit of 1
charge–discharge cycle per day.

as an exemplary case, the decision boundary between active
distribution networks and microgrids varies between 10% and
22% reduction in System Average Interruption Duration Index, depending on the current grid reliability. Additionally, the proposed
formulation allows the identification of the optimal mix of DER,
which can achieve the SAIDI targets via ADN or MG considering
the current grid reliability.
In current Californian ancillary service markets, active distribution networks and microgrids could generate revenue to offset
14%–22% of the cost increase due to investment and operation
of distributed energy resources. However, the income of energy
service by itself does not make distributed energy resource investments cost-effective, requiring prices to triple to incentivize
additional investments.
The proposed energy service model improves on literature
approaches by being able to deliver the full offered capacity for
the entire time horizon, which is a requirement for many energy
service markets.
To make the optimization problem tractable, an effective solving method based on Surrogate Absolute-Value Lagrangian Relaxation is developed.

6. Conclusion
This study demonstrates the importance of optimizing the
decisions of investing in distributed energy resources or transitioning an active distribution network to a microgrid, which
enables a distribution system operator to meet reliability and
resilience targets, while minimizing cost. Using California data
10
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Table A.2
Reliability parameters of the IEEE 37 bus system tuned to the SAIFI and SAIDI distributions of Californian grids. Grid category 0–100 includes all grids and is the
nominal case for the analysis.
Grid category (SAIDI percentile)

0–100

0–20

20–40

40–60

60–80

80–100

Bus MTTR (h)
Line MTTR (h)
Line failure rate (1/y/mile)
Bus failure rate (1/y)
Islanding duration (h), Weibull scale parameter
Islanding duration (h), Weibull shape parameter
Max. islanding duration (h)
Hourly islanding probability (-)

3.91
2.95
0.212
0.15
2.04
0.49
11.3
1.08·10−4

0.793
0.916
0.188
0.167
2.27
0.443
6.96
4.98·10−5

1.81
1
0.22
0.157
1.72
0.586
6.8
6.29·10−5

4.75
1.4
0.243
0.031
3.4
0.338
7.22
9.04·10−5

6.07
1.41
0.266
0.0495
2.78
0.413
7.53
1.11·10−4

7.44
7.83
0.281
0.24
2.77
0.777
15.6
2.26·10−4
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